Meta-Analysis the Effectiveness of McKenzie Exercise to Reduce Pain in Patients with Non-Specific Low Back Pain
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ABSTRACT

Background: Low back pain (LBP) is defined as a symptom that cannot be specifically validated. LBP is one of the most common forms of musculoskeletal disorders. Anyone can experience lower back pain throughout his life, because LBP is back pain without any underlying abnormalities. There are many exercises that can be given to treat this LBP, one of which is the McKenzie Exercise. The principle of this exercise is to improve posture to reduce lumbar hyperlordosis. This study aims to analyze the effectiveness of the McKenzie Exercise for pain reduction in patients with non-specific LBP.

Subjects and Method: This was a systematic review and meta-analysis carried out with the PRISMA flow diagram. Search for articles through journal databases includes: PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar and PEDro by selecting articles published in 2010-2020. The keywords used were ("LBP" OR "Low Back Pain") AND ("McKenzie Exercise" OR "Therapy") AND "randomized controlled trial". The inclusion criteria were full paper articles with the Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT), the size of the relationship used with the Mean SD, the intervention given was McKenzie Exercise, the study subjects had an age range of 18-65 years, and experienced non-specific low back pain, without radicular pain. Eligible articles were analyzed using the Revman 5.3.

Results: A meta-analysis of 11 articles showed that the McKenzie Exercise was able to reduce pain in patients with non-specific low back pain by 0.44 times compared to other interventions or no intervention. (SMD -0.44; 95% CI = -1.06 to 0.18; p = 0.16).

Conclusion: McKenzie Exercise has a weak effect to reduce pain in patients with non-specific low back pain.
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more than 12 weeks or for approximately 3 months (Kisner et al., 2018).

The prevalence for the incidence of low back pain varies widely each year, reaching 15-45%. According to WHO (2019) low back pain is the leading cause of disability worldwide with a global prevalence of 7.2%, affecting 4 out of 5 people in their lifetime. About 12.5% of people in the UK report experiencing low back pain. In America it reaches 8-56% of people experiencing back pain and within 3 months about 26% of people reported experiencing LBP every day (Wong et al., 2017). In Finland it is reported that 33% of women and 29% of men experience low back pain (Paatelma et al., 2008). The exact incidence rate of low back pain in Indonesia is estimated to vary between 7.6% to 37%. The occupation of farmers, fishermen or laborers is the highest prevalence for musculoskeletal diagnosis with a rate of 31.2% (Andini, 2015).

Low back pain (LBP) can be caused by several things and wrong habits. LBP can arise due to errors that occur continuously and repeatedly, such as the habit of working in a bent position for too long. It is lifting weights in an ergonomic position, with spinal abnormalities, or due to degenerative diseases. The more often these recurring mistakes occur and as a person gets older, the risk of suffering from LBP will be bad. The peak occurrence of low back pain is between the ages of 30 and 55 years (Flavell et al., 2016). There are many exercises that can be given for handling this LBP, one of which is McKenzie. This exercise invented by Robin McKenzie is also known as diagnostic and mechanical therapy. This method is very commonly used by physiotherapists as an effective method for dealing with LBP (Alhakami et al., 2019).

McKenzie exercise is one of the repetitive exercise techniques with extension movements, which aims to strengthen and stretch the extensor and flexor muscles of the lumbo sacral joint which can reduce pain. The principle of this exercise is to improve posture to reduce lumbar hyperlordosis. McKenzie Exercise is an effective intervention for musculoskeletal problems. McKenzie exercise is given to mobilization, manipulation and strengthening exercises for the flexor muscles and extensor muscle stretches that can reduce pain (Petersen et al., 2015). Another way that can be done to reduce the pain scale, with acupuncture therapy. Acupuncture therapy is a therapeutic treatment by inserting needles into acupuncture points in the human body (Susilo et al., 2021).

Based on the high number of non-specific low back pain sufferers and the need for proper treatment, the researchers are interested in examining the effectiveness of the McKenzie Exercise for pain reduction in non-specific low back pain sufferers. The data obtained will be analyzed using meta-analysis by synthesizing the results of studies conducted to reduce bias.

**SUBJECTS AND METHOD**

1. **Study Design**
The study design used in this study is a systematic review and meta-analysis, using the PRISMA flow diagram guidelines. The search for articles was carried out using a journal database which includes: PubMed, Science Direct, Google Scholar and PEDro by selecting articles published in 2010-2020. The keywords used were (“LBP” OR “Low Back Pain”) AND (“McKenzie Exercise” OR “Therapy”) AND “randomized controlled trial”.

2. **Inclusion Criteria**
In this study, the inclusion criteria were full
paper articles with the Randomized Controlled Trial (RCT) research method, the size of the relationship used was the Mean SD, the intervention given was McKenzie Exercise. Study subjects ranged in age from 18 to 65 years and experienced non-specific low back pain without radicular pain.

3. Exclusion Criteria
The exclusion criteria in this study included articles published in addition to English and Indonesian, being pregnant, having had lower back surgery for less than 2 weeks, experiencing a Nucleus Pulposus Hernia (HNP), and pain lasting more than 3 months.

4. Operational Definition of Variables
In formulating research problems here using PICO. The population is people with Low Back Pain aged 18-65 years. Intervention is the McKenzie Exercise, with a comparison of no therapy McKenzie Exercise and the outcome is a decrease in the level of pain.

McKenzie Exercise is an exercise technique with extension movements, which aims to strengthen and stretch the extensor and flexor muscles of the lumbo sacral joint which can reduce pain. The principle of this exercise is to improve posture to reduce lumbar hyperlordosis.

Low Back Pain is a symptom that can be caused by several disorders or diseases with known or unknown causes.

Pain level is a measure of severe discomfort or discomfort sensation that can be conveyed by direct verbal communication or by description.

5. Instruments
Visual Analog Scale (VAS) and Numerical Rating Scale (NRS) are used as a pain measurement tool for Low Back Pain sufferers to test the McKenzie Exercise.

6. Data Analysis
Data analysis in this study was carried out using the Review Manager application (RevMan 5.3). Data were analyzed based on variations between studies by determining the use of the random effect analysis model. In this study using I² to quantify the dispersion. The results of the data analysis are in the form of the effect size of the heterogeneity of the study, which later the results of the analyzed data will be interpreted in the form of a forest plot and funnel plot.

RESULTS
Research from the primary study regarding the effectiveness of McKenzie exercise for pain reduction in patients with low back pain included 11 articles with a total sample of 864 participants, 438 participants for the intervention and 426 participants for comparison. Articles were obtained from 5 continents, namely, 6 studies from the Asian continent, 2 from the European continent, 1 study on the African continent, 1 on the Australian continent, and 1 study on the South American continent. Each study had a sample of less than 100 participants. Outcomes for some of the articles called for a decrease in pain levels following the McKenzie Exercise intervention.

The search for articles was carried out using a database based on PRISMA. The flow diagram can be seen in Figure 1. Assessment of the quality of the study was carried out qualitatively and quantitatively. The quality assessment in this study uses a rigor score. Rigor in each primary study was assessed using an 8 item scale plus the item sample size (> 100 participants). Each assessment criterion is given a score of 1 (one) if 'yes' and 0 (zero) if 'no'. After assessing the quality of the study, 11 articles included in the quantitative meta-analysis synthesis process were analyzed using RevMan 5.3.
Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram

**Forest plot**
Interpretation of the results from the meta-analysis process can be seen through a forest plot. Figure 2 shows as many as 11 articles reporting that the McKenzie Exercise can reduce pain in patients with non-specific low back pain compared to other interventions or not given intervention. Meanwhile, there was high heterogeneity between experiments ($I^2 = 94\%$; $p < 0.001$). Thus, the Random Effect Model is used in data analysis in the forest plot. The McKenzie Exercise was able to reduce pain in patients with non-specific low back pain by 0.44 times compared to other interventions or not given intervention, but it was not statistically significant (SMD = -0.44; 95% CI = -1.06 to 0.18; $p = 0.16$).

**Funnel Plot**
A funnel plot is a plot that depicts the estimated effect size of each study on the estimate of its accuracy which is usually the standard error.

Figure 3 McKenzie Exercise funnel plot for pain reduction in patients with non-specific low back pain, showing that there is a publication bias characterized by asymmetry of right and left plots where there are 4 plots on the left and 7 plots on the right. The plot on the left of the graph has a standard error of 0.5, while the plot on the right has a standard error of 0.4. In addition, there are 2 plots on the right and left, each of which is away from the vertical center line.
**DISCUSSION**

Lower back pain is defined as pain, muscle tension or localized stiffness between the 12 ribs and above the inferior gluteal fold with or without leg pain. According to the World Health Organization, low back pain is the leading cause of disability (Pal and Sharda, 2020). Lower back pain occurs due to repeated and wrong habits. Acute non-specific LBP has duration of less than 6 weeks, whereas chronic non-specific LBP occurs more than 12 weeks or for approximately 3 months (Kisner et al., 2018). McKenzie Exercise is an exercise technique with extension movements, which aim to strengthen and stretch the extensor and flexor muscles of the lumbo sacral joint which can reduce pain with muscle relaxation (Alhakami et al., 2019).

In this systematic review, 11 intervention study articles were identified worldwide from 2000 to 2020. This study analyzed from articles using the Mean SD measure. The results of the systematic review and meta-analysis are presented in the form of forest plots and funnel plots. 11 study articles designed with randomized controlled trials as a meta-analysis of the effectiveness of the McKenzie Exercise for reducing pain in patients with non-specific low back pain.

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>McKenzie Exercise</th>
<th>Not Therapy McKenzie Exercise</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Std. Mean Difference IV, Random, 95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed 2019</td>
<td>3.15 1.92 20</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.6 20 9.1% -0.14 [-0.76, 0.48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anggian 2018</td>
<td>12.6 5.53 18</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>2.78 18 8.7% 1.44 [0.70, 2.18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garcia 2013</td>
<td>5.09 2.89 74</td>
<td>5.19</td>
<td>3.08 74 9.7% -0.03 [-0.36, 0.29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halliday 2015</td>
<td>2.4 2.2 35</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.4 35 9.4% -0.04 [-0.51, 0.43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Husseini 2013</td>
<td>2.65 1.39 15</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.4 15 8.7% 0.79 [0.04, 1.54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuppusani 2003</td>
<td>5.53 1.92 15</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.46 15 8.6% -0.27 [-0.99, 0.45]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murzezani 2014</td>
<td>2.1 1.3 134</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.3 137 9.8% -1.60 [-1.97, -1.41]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paolotma 2003</td>
<td>8 0.23 52</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7.33 37 9.4% -1.68 [-2.17, -1.19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pol 2020</td>
<td>1.35 1.04 15</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.83 15 7.8% -2.83 [3.84, -1.82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon 2018</td>
<td>18.9 9.2 30</td>
<td>27.7</td>
<td>10.6 30 9.3% -0.91 [-1.45, -0.36]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zuhri 2015</td>
<td>38 20.41 30</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>10.6 30 9.3% 0.24 [-0.27, 0.75]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.** Forest plot of the McKenzie Exercise for pain reduction in patients with non-specific low back pain

**Figure 3.** Forest plot of the McKenzie Exercise for pain reduction in patients with non-specific low back pain
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pain reduction in patients with non-specific low back pain.

The results of the forest plot showed that McKenzie Exercise was able to reduce pain in patients with non-specific low back pain by 0.44 times compared to other interventions or not given intervention, but it was not statistically significant (SMD= -0.44; 95% CI= -1.06 to 0.18 ; p= 0.16).

The results of this study are in line with Garcia et al. (2013) who stated that the McKenzie method is better than other interventions to reduce pain, such as the Williams method, because the McKenzie Exercise is an active exercise and is an effective intervention for musculoskeletal problems with evaluation. In line with this, Namnaqani et al. (2019) reported that the McKenzie method was effective in reducing pain in the short term than the Manual Therapy method. In addition, the Visual Analog Scale (VAS) measurement tool has been reviewed as a measuring tool that is quite valid in its use in trials.

Clare (2004) reported that the McKenzie Exercise therapy resulted in a reduction for low back pain patients than other standard therapies. This is because the reduction in pain is probably due to the training mechanism that uses the principle of vascular repair so that metabolite removal and algogenic pain occur. In addition, the McKenzie exercise will reduce pressure on the posterior annulus fibrosus through extension movements, so that pain is reduced.

The findings of this study are also in line with a study conducted by Pratama et al. (2020) which also proved that McKenzie exercise can reduce the level of pain in low back pain. The degree to which this pain scale decreases can be attributed to the back training movement which functions to dilate the blood vessels.

The smooth circulation of the blood can be followed by reduced muscle spasm, which relaxes the muscles and activates the release of the endorphin system in the blood which results in less pain. This is reinforced by Moldovan (2013), which states that McKenzie Exercise is more effective than Williams Flexion in reducing low back pain. This is because the principle of McKenzie’s exercise is to improve posture to reduce lumbar hyperlordosis. While operationally the provision of exercises to strengthen the lower back muscles is aimed at relaxing the muscles, strengthening the lumbosacral muscles, especially the abdominal wall muscles and the gluteus muscles, stretching the shortened muscles, especially the extensor muscles of the lower back, hamstring and quadratus lumborum muscles posture correction. This is in accordance with the opinion of Kisner and Colby (2007), stretching or stretching contained in the McKenzie exercise can prevent tissue adhesions, maintain elasticity and contractility of muscle tissue and prevent the formation of inflammation in the joint cavity so that the scope of joint motion can be repaired and maintained.

This study is not in line with several studies by Hosseinifar and Akbar (2013), Szulc et al., (2015), Kuppsamy et al., (2013), Zuhri and Rustanty (2015), reporting McKenzie’s exercise intervention with a combination of other exercises or electrotherapy more effective in reducing pain. The primary study reported significantly the administration of other exercise interventions or electrotherapy in LBP sufferers.

According to Pal and Sharda (2020) in their study, adding a combination of McKenzie exercise with Short Wave Diathermy (SWD) and Transcutural Electrical Nerve Stimulation (TENS) is more effective in reducing pain in non-specific low back pain. This is due to the presence of short
wave diathermy which means a deep heating modality of physical therapy. It has a significant effect on pain relief and increased temperature in the tissues due to increased heat in the arterioles and capillary dilation followed by increased blood flow to the area. The increase in temperature alters the physical properties of fibrotic tissue such as those found in tendons, joint capsules, scars, and tissues making it easier to stretch when heated.

According to Khan et al. (2013) modality in heating is more effective than superficial heat in pain management in chronic low back pain patients. The application of TENS can also relieve pain in lower back pain, because the stimulation mechanism is a pain reliever based on the Gate of Control theory conceptualized by Melzack and Wall.
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